Addendum #1
RFP02052015
Landscape Maintenance Service
McHenry County College

This Addendum is in response to the inquiries from potential bidders. This Addendum constitutes changes to the specifications as sent out in the original RFP and other pertinent information shared with all vendors. All changes and information listed on this Addendum should be considered as the official modifications to the specifications and should be included in your proposal with these in mind.

Please acknowledge your receipt of this addendum by attaching a signed copy of the addendum with your proposal response.

Received and acknowledged by: ______________________________________________________________________

1. Where are the plant containers located and what is the quantity? Disregard all plant containers.

2. Where on campus are the annual flower beds located? Planting beds and flowering planting beds are noted on attached map. Planting beds are circled, flowering planting beds are noted with an “F”.

3. What area of the campus is irrigated and how many zones total are there? Irrigation system is located in the plaza area near the B building entrance. Dual zone system.

4. What is the process of checking irrigation? Do we pressurize the system weekly ourselves to check? Or, do we monitor while in use? Monitor system while in use.

5. Are the athletic fields self-maintained or are they included in our scope of work? The athletic fields are noted in the RFP as a separate item to bid upon. The athletic fields should be bid on a per cutting basis. Cutting schedules for each field will vary during the year due to schedules and weather.

6. What areas are included in our twice a week watering? All flowering beds will need to be watered twice a week.